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Who Wears the Pants in the Family:
APhatoEssay

A number of misericords in every country in Europe show the relationsip of
husbands and wives. We shall portray just a few of them here.

Fight for the Pants

Three misericords show the fight between husband and wife to see who will
wear the pants in the family. At Hoogstraten, Belgium, the husband and wife
sit and pull a small pair of pants between them. They seem to be evenly
matched. At Villefranche-de-Rouergue an elderly couple are still fighting for
the pants. A second misericord at Hoogstraten is a variation on this subject.
Here two women fight for the pants and thus give the man time to reach
over, grab his pants and flee. (See below.)

Three people fight for pants.
(Hoogstraten)
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Misericordia International

Prendre le Pied

Three misericords in France and England show the ritual of measuring up.
Hie man kneels by the seated woman, one hand under her shoe. The woman
raises the ladle with which they will share their wedding feast. The raised
ladle is usually taken to mean that a battle is at hand. However, it means that
the woman is accepting the advances of the man. On one misericord, at
Malvern Priory, the woman raises her spindle rattier than a ladle and this I
take to mean that she is rejecting the man.

The shoe and the foot are symbols for the sex organs. The French saying
prendre le pied stems from this proverbial saying.

Battle of the Sexes

There are too many battles between husband and wife to mention in a brief
essay. The wife always has the advantage. She uses her spindle or
washboard as her weapon while the man is usually defenseless. Occasionally
furniture is tossed about. While the woman has long hair, she generally pulls
the hair or beard of the man and drags the helpless creature on the floor. The
woman is usually larger than the man and her face is generally not one to be
admired.

Wife beats husband before onlookers
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We encourage our readers to send examples to Misericordia International of
husbands and wives in wood, paint and stone.


